
Math 421, Quiz 5 Name:
ID Number:

Instructions: This quiz is 50-minutes, open-book and open-notes, but not open-internet. Clearly answer
each of the questions below. Show your work. Use the backs of pages for scratch work.

Let’s define a new number system based on a number j such that j2 = 1, but j /∈ ±1. Further, let’s
assume all real-number multiplications commute and distribute over j. Define the set of all perplex
numbers J = {x+ jy : j2 = 1, (x, y) ∈ R2}. A perplex map is a function J→ J.

1. What things do you need to check to show J is a vector space?

Answer: An Abelian group under addition (zero, associative, commutative, and additive inverses), and

scalar multiplication that distributes as usual. Polynomials are automatically a vector space from previous

knowledge.

2. Show J is closed under multiplication by finding a product formula.

Answer: (a+ bj)(c+ dj) = (ac+ bd) + (ad+ bc)j.

3. Based on your calculations for the previous question, does multiplication in J commute?

Answer:yes. A permutation of the order of our product from (a+ jb)(c+ jd) to (c+ jd)(a+ jb) would

exchange a↔ c and b↔ d (remember, a, b, c, d are all in R). In our product (ac+ bd) + (ad+ bc)j, ac

and bd are invariant under this exchange. Also ad+ bc = cb+ da, under the exchange. Thus, our product

is invariant under commutation of the symbols, implying multiplication is commutative. Alternatively,

one could just check that (a+ jb)(c+ jd)− (c+ jd)(a+ jb) = 0.

4. Find the unique multiplicative identity in J (Any identity element e must act so for any perplex
number z, ez = ze = z). Then use it to find a formula for the inverse of z ∈ J under multiplication.
Answer: If c + dj is the multiplicative identity, then (a + bj)(c + dj) = (a + bj). Setting the real and
perplex parts equal, (ac+ bd) = a and ad+ bc = b. Thus, we have a linear system for two unknowns, that
we can write as [

a b
b a

] [
c
d

]
=

[
a
b

]
As long as a2 6= b2, this matrix is invertible, and there will be exactly one solution, c = 1 and d = 0. If
a2 = b2, the matrix is not invertible, and there are infinitely many solutions, including c = 1,d = 0. Since
a multiplicative identity has to hold for all a+ bj, it must be that e = c+ dj = 1 + j0 = 1. (A very long
way of showing that even for perplex numbers, 1 does exactly what we expect it to!)

Now, for the inverse, we expect z(z−1) = e = 1, or in long-form, (a+ bj)(c+ dj) = 1. Solve for c and d
the same way we did above, we find

(a+ bj)−1 =
1

a+ jb
=

a− bj
a2 − b2

5. Do all perplex numbers have inverses? If not, which perplex numbers are singular (not invertible)?
Answer:No, x± jx is not invertible for any x ∈ R. This is the first place we start to see the theory of

perplex numbers depart from the theory of complex numbers, because all complex numbers other than 0

are invertible.

6. How should we define conjugation of a perplex number so that z−1 = z/(zz) and the denominator
is a real number?



Answer: The natural guess is that perplex conjugation should work the same way as complex conjugation,

z = x+ jy = x − jy. And if we check, it turns out to work just like we want -- zz ∈ R, and if z is

invertible, the given formula for its inverse holds.

7. Let’s define a perplex number’s modulus |z| = +
√
zz. How is this different for perplex numbers

than complex numbers?

Answer: According to this definition, |x+ jy| = +
√
x2 − y2. This is a further difference from complex

number modulus |x+ iy| = +
√
x2 + y2 because every complex number has a modulus that behaves just

like length. Here, however, the perplex modulus does not exist (or is imaginary?) for any perplex number

where |y| > |x|. Singular perplex numbers t± jt actually have |t± jt| = 0 even though they themselves are

clearly not zero. This suggests that maybe we should be defining as set of proper perplex numbers such

that Jp = {x+ jy : |y| < |x|} ⊂ J. Somewhat excitingly, the proper perplex numbers ARE CLOSED under

both addition (though not subtraction) and multiplication and all are invertible! (closure is something we

also need to prove explicitly)

8. Find a 2 × 2 matrix that is orthogonal to the identity e and has the property that j2 = e. Use
parallels with complex numbers to find a new definition for J in terms of a subset of 2× 2 matrices.
Answer:

j =

[
0 1
1 0

]
, j2 =

[
1 0
0 1

]
= e

x+ jy = xe+ jy =

[
x y
y x

]
, with x, y ∈ R

9. If the Jacobian of a perplex map is itself a perplex map, what Cauchy-Riemann-like conditions
must the partial derivatives satisfy?

Answer: The matrix form of the Jacobian of a map u(x, y) + jv(x, y) is[
ux uy
vx vy

]
.

If this is going to be a perplex number of the form given above, the diagonal entries must be equal and the

off-diagonal entries must be equal: ux = vy and vx = uy

10. In analogy to harmonic functions, what second-order partial differential equations will the parts of
a perplex map satisfy?

Answer: uxx = vxy and vxy = uyy uxy = vyy and vxx = uxy Thus, uxx−uyy = 0 and vxx− vyy = 0. These

are wave-equations! Note that f(z) itself solves the wave equation as well (Just like complex harmonic

functions solve Laplace’s equation.).

11. Use the infinite-series definition of the exponential function to find functions u and v from R to R
so a new form of Euler’s formula u+ jv = exp(jy) holds.

Answer: cosh(y) + j sinh(y) = exp(jy). This is sometimes called a hyperbolic rotation, and has im-

portant interpretations in special-relativity theory. Note that |ejθ| = 1 and every proper perplex num-

ber can be written in ‘‘polar’’ form as rejθ. We can then use identities to establish the product rule

r1 exp(jθ1)r2 exp(jθ2) = r1r2 exp(j(θ1 + θ2)) which automatically implies the closure of the proper perplex

numbers under multiplication. This further leads to a polar formula for an inverse, and more support for

our definitions of modulus and perplex conjugate.



12. Guess what the real and perplex parts of exp(z) when z ∈ J. What knowledge would you need to
prove these formulas?

Answer: Well, we hope that exp(x + jy) = exp(x) exp(jy). Ultimately, this result depends on the

commutativity of perplex numbers -- for matrices that don’t commute, matrix exponentials can not be

broken down like this. This fact is rather lost in the details of our proofs, though. Here, if we assume all

the usual derivative results hold (sums, product rule, chain rule) for the perplex derivative, we can use the

same trick from class, (ezec−z)′ = ...

13. Show that zn = (x+ jy)n satisfies the perplex Cauchy-Riemann conditions.

Answer: Using the binomial formula (which also works for perplex numbers), if f(z) = u(x, y) + jv(x, y),

u =
∑

k∈2N≤n
(n choose k)xkyn−k

v =
∑

k∈1+2N≤n
(n choose k)xkyn−k

Then

vy =
∑

k∈1+2N≤n

n!

(n− k)!k!
(n− k)xkyn−k−1 =

∑
k∈1+2N≤n

n!

(n− k − 1)!k!
xkyn−k−1

ux =
∑

k∈2N≤n

n!

(n− k)!k!
kxk−1yn−k =

∑
k∈2N≤n

n!

(n− k)!(k − 1)!
xk−1yn−k

=
∑

k∈1+2N≤n

n!

(n− k − 1)!k!
xkyn−k−1

14. Analytic functions of complex numbers are conformal. Do perplex numbers preserve anything?
Answer: ?


